Does Body Surface Potential Mapping (BSPM) Predict Functional Recovery in Chronic Ischemic Myocardium after Revascularization?
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Abstract

Background: Irreversibly dysfunctional myocardium is electrically characterized by decreased amplitudes and prolonged duration of local electrograms. We investigated whether ECGs from body surface correlate with epicardial electrograms. Methods: A 120-channel body surface potential mapping (BSPM) was performed in 24 patients before CABG. During CABG epicardial mapping was performed. For all BSPM leads the Q-amplitude and QR-duration were measured and correlated to epicardial electrogram characteristics. Results: Q-wave-amplitude neighboring the area over the left scapula correlated well with epicardial amplitudes in scarred LAD. QR-duration caudal to V5,V6 correlated well with epicardial signal duration in scarred CxA. Q-amplitude in paramedian epigastric region correlated with epicardial amplitudes in scarred RCA. Conclusion: Epicardial electrogram characteristics can be estimated from body surface in patients with chronic ischemia.

1. Introduction

The discovery of myocardial hibernation, identified in patients with coronary artery disease undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery(1,2), has introduced fundamental changes to the treatment of patients with left ventricular dysfunction due to coronary artery disease (3;4). If these patients demonstrated myocardial viability during low-dose dobutamine echocardiography, revascularization not only improved myocardial function but also survival (5). Therefore, it is of utmost relevance to detect viable regions with the potential to recover before planning the optimal treatment strategy in patients with LV dysfunction due to ischemic cardiomyopathy. Like electromechanical NOGA-mapping (6), direct epicardial mapping (DEM) has been shown to differentiate viable myocardium from myocardial infarction (7). Simpler methods are required to save time and money, to increase patients’ acceptance, and to reduce potential risks of invasive procedures, such as DEM during CABG or NOGA-mapping during coronary angiography. Therefore, we investigated whether or not electrocardiograms from body surface (BSPM) correlate with electrograms mapped directly on the epicardial surface (DEM).

2. Methods

Patients

24 patients (22 male, 2 female, age: 63±8years, EF: 45±12%) with coronary artery disease and elective indication for coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) were prospectively enrolled in this study. The study protocol had been approved by the local Ethical Review Board of the University of Münster, Germany. Patients gave written informed consent before entering the study.

Body Surface Potential Mapping

Electrodes were applied to the chest in vertical strips (Fig.1): each electrode (Foxmed GmbH, Idstein, Germany) had a 10 mm diameter Ag/AgCl sensor embedded in an epoxy housing with a 2 mm gel cavity. In vertical direction, the inter-electrode distance on the strips were 50 mm. The 120 unipolar ECG leads referred to Wilson central terminal and were recorded simultaneously. The ECG signals were amplified, band pass-filtered (0.16-400 Hz) and A/D converted to 16 bit samples (0.5 µV least significant bit) using a sampling rate of 1 kHz (Mark-6, Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Leads, which were excessively noisy or which contained artifacts, were excluded from the data set for further off-line analysis. Measurements were performed at resting conditions for 5 minutes.
Figure 1: Scheme of Body Surface Potential Mapping (BSPM), a ECG mapping procedure covering the entire body surface and oriented on anatomical landmarks. Filled rectangles indicate position of standard precordial leads V1-V6. Alternative areas of body surface A,B and C showed ECG characteristics that were linked to epicardial electrograms obtained from ischemic zones for different areas defined by coronary artery supply (LAD, Cx,A, RCA).

Echocardiography (Echo)

Segmental assessment of myocardial function and viability was performed using transthoracic echocardiography preoperatively and 7±2 months (range 3-10 months) after CABG. For acquisition and digital storage of parasternal long- and short-axis and apical four-, three-, and two-chamber echocardiograms, commercially available equipment was used (3.5-MHz transducer; SONOS 5500, Agilent Technologies). Two experienced readers, blinded to the clinical results, analyzed segmental myocardial function on quad-screen views of the digitally stored echocardiograms. Based on the handmade maps made during direct epicardial mapping the pre- and post-operatively acquired echocardiography data was precisely assigned to the sight of every electrode pair in each patient. In accordance to the number of electrode pairs and strips from atrioventricular groove to apex and from anterior to inferior border of the left ventricular free wall segmental echocardiograms were evaluated. Segments were graded semiquantitatively on a 5-point scoring system (1: normal, 2: mild hypokinesis, 3: severe hypokinesis, 4: akinesis, and 5: dyskinesis). Segmental improvement was defined as a decrease in wall motion score of at least 20% (8). Improved segments of a region supplied with a bypass graft were classified as viable, preoperatively dysfunctional, revascularized segments, that did not improve were classified as non-viable or scarred.

Intraoperative direct epicardial mapping (DEM)

After opening the chest and the pericardium, the right atrium and the aorta were connected to the cardiopulmonary bypass. Epicardial mapping was performed using a ventricular jacket array which was carefully fixed around both ventricles without ignoring any part of the left ventricular free wall, especially the true posterior wall. Data were recorded with a commercial system (CardioMapp®, Prucka Engineering Inc., Houston, Texas, USA) as previously reported (9;10). In brief, the ventricular jacket array consisted of 102 gold-plated bipolar electrode pairs, arranged in 12 strips of printed copper layers on flexible plastic material: 6 strips with 10 pairs of electrodes and 6 strips with 7 pairs of electrodes (Figure 1). Each electrode measured 1.5 mm in diameter. In vertical direction, the distance between electrode pairs was 13 mm with an inter-pole distance of 4 mm. In horizontal direction, the 12 electrode strips were connected with elastic fabric to fit the ventricular jacket array to different sizes of the heart and to optimize LV contact.

In each patient, a map with the exact position of the 102 electrode pairs was drawn. Atroventricular groove and left anterior and posterior interventricular arteries served as landmarks. Those electrode pairs overhanging at apical or atrial border or positioned on fatty epicardium were marked on the map to identify all segments without LV contact. Multiple registrations of 8.9 s duration were performed while the patients were in stable sinus rhythm during partial normothermic cardiopulmonary bypass and before induction of ventricular fibrillation. Mechanical pulmonary ventilation was interrupted for the time of the recordings and the systolic blood pressure was set to about 100 mmHg. Signals separately band-pass filtered (0.2-300 Hz), amplified (dynamic input range ±16 mV, gain 63), analogue-to-digital converted (1 kHz sampling rate, 12-bit digital resolution, 7.8 µV least significant bit) and stored on a hard disk.

Signal analysis (DEM)

Signal analysis was performed offline. The recording with the highest signal-to-noise ratio without any offset variation due to respiratory motion was selected for single-beat analysis as reported before(11). Two characteristics of the local electrograms were calculated: the bipolar amplitude by measurement of peak-to-peak amplitude and the electrogram duration by a modified “Simpson” algorithm.
Signal analysis (BSPM)

The BSPM signal analysis was also performed offline. For each BSPM lead the amplitude offset was corrected by the mean amplitude level of a 20 ms reference window located in the PQ interval of the ECG. For each surface lead, the minimum/maximum QRS amplitudes, the QR duration (earliest limb lead Q-wave to maximum R-wave) and the QRS integral were calculated.

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (Version 12, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). Data were subjected to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Linear regression analysis between BSPM and DEM parameters was performed. All data are presented as mean±SD.

3. Results

Q-wave-amplitude neighboring the area over the left scapula (BSPM-channels 79, 80, 81, 86, 87, and 88) correlated well with the local duration of electrograms recorded in scarred LAD-regions ($r^2 = 0.6±0.08$, mean±SD, p<0.001), Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Comparison of BSPM amplitudes and epicardial electrogram durations in scarred LAD areas.

QR-duration in the area neighboring on the left thorax (BSPM channels 73, 74, 77, 78, 84, 85, 91, 92) correlated excellent with mean signal duration in scarred CxA-region ($r^2 = 0.8±0.03$, mean±SD, p<0.001).

Q-wave-amplitude in the zone neighboring in the paramedian epigastric region (BSPM-channels 21, 27, and 28) correlated with the amplitude of electrograms in scarred RCA-region (21: $r^2=0.48$, p<0.001; 27: $r^2=0.39$, p<0.001; 28: $r^2=0.44$, p<0.001), Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Comparison of BSPM amplitudes and epicardial electrogram amplitudes in scarred RCA areas.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The concept of “electromechanical mismatch” in chronic ischemic myocardium characterizes viable myocardium by maintained electrical properties of the myocardium but impaired function (10). Vice versa impaired electrical properties, therefore, indicate necrotic non-viable tissue segments that will not show improved function after revascularization procedures. Even without using techniques of “inverse solutions”, for regions showing non-viable myocardium a link between direct epicardial electrograms and body surface mapping potentials was established. Furthermore, body surface areas that are not in the scope of standard pre-cordial lead positions V1 to V6 were identified that represent changes in ECG characteristics based on local remodelling in different left ventricular coronary artery supply areas.

In future, BSPM might be used as a non-invasive tool to predict the functional recovery of myocardium after coronary revascularization. Further studies need to be performed to confirm this and to overcome technical and procedure-related limitations of this method.
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